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Today, DeTrafford is harnessing its own 
entrepreneurial vision to restore and convert 
the historic Elisabeth Mill and enhance the 
character of the Houldsworth Conservation 
Area by creating an exciting new urban village 
with a stylish reflection of traditional mill 
architecture that is part of our heritage.

It’s an enticing prospect, sensitively conceived 
to preserve the façade of a landmark building 
while providing attractive living spaces for 
today’s discerning purchasers.  The conversion 
will provide 163 one and two bedroom 
apartments, lavishly equipped and stylishly 
presented – all benefiting from a terrace 
overlooking a stunning atrium.  There’s also 
an array of shared amenity spaces including 
communal gardens.

The adjoining urban village will consist of 
distinct and innovative new build homes 

Sir William Houldsworth was a man of vision.  
When he constructed his grand mills in Reddish in 
the late 19th century he planned a model village 
to house his workers.

and apartments arranged around communal 
gardens.  Charming mews houses and duplexes 
inspired by the heritage of the site but with a 
21st century appeal provide bespoke homes 
for modern living.

In all, there will be 50 homes on offer ranging 
from two bedroom apartments to four 
bedroom houses – a mix of accommodation to 
meet a variety of needs.  All this sits alongside 
attractive Houldsworth Park with its range 
of amenities and the stunning backdrop of 
Houldsworth Golf Course.  

Sir William is commemorated as a philanthropist 
and benefactor.  The imaginative development 
of Elisabeth Gardens will restore the façade of 
one of his grand buildings back to its former 
glory and provide an exceptional opportunity 
to purchase a stunning new home in the 
conservation area that bears his name.  
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Elisabeth Gardens is situated in an enviable position 
flanked by the greens and fairways of Houldsworth 
Golf Course and Houldsworth Park.  Reddish itself 

is an increasingly sought-after residential suburb for 
Manchester city-centre professionals who value the 

transport links and amenities. Its green spaces, parks, 
historic converted mills and viaducts make Reddish 

an attractive lifestyle choice.

Reddish Vale Country Park offers access to over 160 
acres of countryside with idyllic woodland and riverside 

walks.  The lush, green village of Heaton Mersey is 
also nearby with its formal park, nature park, ponds, 

woodland areas and wonderful vistas. Appealing bars 
and restaurants can also be enjoyed.
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The City’s dynamic knowledge-based 
industries benefit from the innovation and 
research resources of four Universities, while 
Manchester also boasts the largest financial, 
professional and legal services sector outside 
of London.

Media City and the presence of the BBC and 
ITV reinforce Manchester as a creative hub, 
while it can also claim to be a world centre of 
football as home to United and City – names 
that resonate globally.

Manchester is going places.  Its renaissance is 
hallmarked by a rising international profile and 
population – quite simply it’s the fastest growing 
city in the UK.  
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Manchester’s relentless rise has been 
supported by its extensive cultural, media, 
music, and sporting scene.  Top rock bands 
originate and flourish here, alongside a 
wonderful opera house, symphony and 
chamber orchestras.  When you add the 
buzzing nightlife, a wide choice of bars and 
restaurants, superb leisure facilities and great 
shopping areas – including the biggest City 
Centre shopping mall in the UK – you have 
an eclectic mix which sustains and supports 
Manchester as a popular place to live, work 
and invest.



A desirable new home in Elisabeth Gardens 
ensures that you will make all the right 

connections – with two railway stations at hand, 
excellent motorway access and convenient lift-off 

worldwide from Manchester International Airport.

Regular train services from Reddish North deliver 
a short ride to the City Centre and put the 

metropolis firmly on your doorstep.  Whether for 
work, a premium shopping experience or world-

class entertainment, you’ll be right on track 
whenever the bright lights beckon.
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 miles from Manchester city centre

minutes to Manchester Piccadilly 
from nearby Reddish North station

minute to Houldsworth Golf Course

minutes to Reddish Vale Country Park

minutes to Denton Golf Club

And provides easy access to Manchester’s motorway links
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The status of the Houldsworth Conservation Area 
reflects the traditional craftsmanship embodied 

in the original building materials and architectural 
features.  This sensitive restoration retains the 

sense of grandeur and space of the original mill to 
provide stunning apartments to meet the desires 

and expectations of today’s purchasers.

Restored to its former glory, Elisabeth Mill will 
be enhanced and complemented by a new build 
of exceptional quality, stylishly conceived in red 

brick and tiles to create desirable homes and 
visual harmony.
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Elisabeth Gardens offers more than the 
harmony of heritage and architectural styles 
– it will provide cherished homes with a real 
sense of community.  Our vision has been to 
provide sustainable spaces with the room to 
breathe, enjoy and interact.  Amenity space 

for new build homes will comprise rear/
front gardens and communal gardens – plus 
further attractive open spaces, including a 
landscaped public square. Further to this, 
a communal leisure space is available to 

provide a pleasing environment encouraging 
a feeling of identity and engagement.
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The grand red brick architecture of Elisabeth Mill, 
with its imposing façade and expansive windows, 

presents the perfect perspective for stunning one 
and two-bedroom apartments equipped for today’s 

discerning purchasers. Inside, the understated 
clean lines of contemporary interior design are 

counterpointed by the rich tones of original, 
exposed brickwork to create luxury living space.

This stylish simplicity combines with the benefit of 
high ceilings to create uplifting, light open spaces 
which showcase the fine finishes that hallmark the 
development.  This sense of freedom is enhanced 

by access to your own private sun terrace overlooking 
a striking central atrium.

Convenient lift access is a feature of this carefully 
conceived conversion and private, off street parking 

is available for purchase.



The result is an imposing offer of innovative 
house types including desirable apartments, 
attractive two, three and four-bedroom 
houses and even provision for creative work/
live units for those wishing to integrate 
a business.

The diverse offering of flexible accommodation 
ensures a broad appeal and, accordingly, the 
village has been conceived to engender a 
warm, community feel.  In the same way that 
the new architecture blends seamlessly with 
the heritage of the mill, the layout and design 
of the village, with its landscaped squares 
and open spaces, is designed to provide an 
attractive environment to meet and relax.  

Elisabeth Gardens is much more than the stylish 
conversion of a grand historic mill.  This ambitious 
development will also enhance the character of the 
Houldsworth Conservation Area by creating a new 
urban village inspired by historic mill complexes but 
with a decidedly 21st century appeal.

Whatever your choice of accommodation, 
you can be sure of the exacting build standards 
and stylishly appealing finishes that we demand.  
The urban village offers a rare opportunity to 
own a distinctive new home and be part of a 
new, thriving community in the Houldsworth 
Conservation Area.
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Elisabeth Gardens’ attractive offering of apartments, house 
styles and living spaces all benefit from an appealing collection 

of fittings chosen to furnish homes to the highest standard. 
Each interior package can be tailored to your specific 

requirements helping make your dream home a reality.

The internal fixtures and finishes chime seamlessly with 
the stylish simplicity that hallmarks the interior design.  

A restrained palette of materials has been chosen to engender 
a timeless elegance to ensure a warm and inviting feel.



• Contemporary style kitchens with solid 
work surfaces

• Stainless steel sinks with chrome tap 
and fittings

• Integrated dishwasher and fridge/freezer

• Integrated electric oven

• 4 burner gas/electric ceramic hob 

• Built-in cooker hood extractor

• Contemporary style kitchens with solid 
work surfaces

• Stainless steel sinks with chrome tap fittings

• Integrated fridge/freezer

• Integrated electric oven

• 4 burner gas/electric ceramic hob 

• Built-in cooker hood extractor

• Double glazed

• Soft wood staircase with timber balustrades
• Electric panel heaters

• 10 year warranty provided

• Porcelain tiling 

• Contemporary white sanitary ware 

• Contemporary chrome taps and fittings

• Slimline shower trays and glass screens

• Heated towel rails

• Porcelain tiling 

• Contemporary white sanitary ware 

• Contemporary chrome taps and fittings

• Slimline shower trays and glass screens

• White heated towel rails

• Heating and hot water via gas fired 
combi-boiler

• Sockets and switches

• Mains heat and smoke detection

• Pendant light fittings for low energy bulbs

• Recessed low energy downlights in 
kitchens and bathrooms

• High speed internet connection and digital 
television points to reception rooms and 
bedrooms 

• Pre-wired for Sky and Virgin TV to main 
reception room

• Telephone and data points to all reception 
rooms and bedrooms

• High speed internet connection and 
digital television points to reception 
rooms and all bedrooms 

• Pre-wired for Sky and Virgin TV to main 
reception room

• Telephone and data points to all 
reception rooms

• Designated parking spaces for all houses

• Secure underground parking and bicycle 
storage available with fobbed entry

• Surface parking available

• Two 10 person lifts accessing all floors

• Each apartment provided with own 
individual letter box

• 10 year warranty provided
• Landscaped communal roof garden with 

outdoor seating and picnic areas

• Landscaped courtyard at entrance level

• Timber flooring to living areas

• Carpet to bedrooms

• Timber flooring to living areas

• Carpet to bedrooms

• Solid core doors with brushed stainless 
steel ironmongery

• Solid core doors with brushed stainless 
steel ironmongery

KITCHENS KITCHENSWINDOWS

STAIRCASES
HEATING/HOT WATER

NEW HOME WARRANTY

BATHROOMS/ENSUITES
BATHROOMS/ENSUITES

HEATING/HOT WATER

ELECTRICS/LIGHTING

• Sockets and switches

• Mains heat and smoke detection

• Pendant light fittings for low energy bulbs

• Recessed low energy downlights in 
kitchens and bathrooms

ELECTRICS/LIGHTING

AV, TELEPHONE & DATA

AV, TELEPHONE & DATA

PARKING

PARKING & CYCLE STORAGE

ACCESS

NEW HOME WARRANTY COMMUNAL AREAS

FLOOR FINISHES
FLOOR FINISHES

DOORS
DOORS
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Light and
contemporary
urban spaces,

characterised by
original exposed
features and oak

timber floors,
complemented
by a palette of
subtle tones.



Contemporary
living spaces

characterised by
modern chrome
fittings and oak
timber floors,

complemented
by a palette of

soft, subtle tones.
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Elisabeth Gardens provides an enviable and 
enticing choice for your new home.  From 

stunning apartments in a landmark mill 
conversion to an array of innovative house 

types in a new urban village – all at the 
heart of a conservation area.  The following 
floorplans can only give you a taste of the 
wide offering of accommodation available.  
For the full picture contact us for further 
details on layouts, facilities and fittings.  

Elisabeth Gardens – with its beguiling mix of 
old and new, homes and heritage, conversion 
and community – is certain to appeal to you.
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 THREE STOREY, TWO BEDROOM HOUSE  TYPE 2J
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 THREE STOREY, THREE BEDROOM HOUSE  TYPE 3C
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 THREE STOREY, THREE BEDROOM HOUSE  TYPE 3D
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Ground Floor First Floor Second Floor

 THREE STOREY, FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE  TYPE 4A

Ground Floor First Floor Second Floor



At DeTrafford, our purpose goes beyond that 
of conventional property developers – our 
entrepreneurial vision and passion lies within 
the crafting of bespoke sustainable spaces to 
enhance communities. Our ethical corporate 
growth and success is founded upon our 
philosophy of placing the community at the 
heart of our projects, by creating dynamic and 
diverse civic spaces. 

Lawnhurst, the sensitive conversion of a 
73-room Victorian manor house in Didsbury, 
Manchester, showcases this approach, along 
with the pioneering concept and award 
winning design of Roof Gardens in Castlefield. 
In prestigious Bowdon, our Cavendish Place 
development is a conversion and restoration of 
grand period buildings, maintaining the elegant 
facades while creating stylish and superior 
homes for today’s discerning customers. 

We create luxury properties that offer style and practicality 
within a sustainable community. It’s been our ethos ever 
since our founder, Gary Jackson, refurbished his first 
property back in 1984, and one that we strive to continue 
with every new development.

Looking ahead, we have secured sites across 
the UK with the potential to develop in 
excess of 2,000 residential units and are also 
acquiring sites across London, the North West 
and internationally.

Our developments are driven by a clear vision, 
backed by a dedicated team providing personal 
service and high design standards in the 
creation of tailored schemes that reflect and 
meet the needs of our communities.

DeTrafford is continually striving to achieve 
innovative, efficient and elegant design 
solutions – key components in our mission to 
deliver beautiful homes, cherished by owners 
and communities, and acknowledged for their 
sustainability. Embracing environmentally 
conscious living and low energy solutions are 
just some of the ways we are helping to lead 
the way home.
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T: +44 (0) 1625 708 330 
E: sales@detrafford.com 

Brooke Court, Lower Meadow Road, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 3ND

www.detrafford.com

For all sales enquiries and to request 
further information regarding 

Elisabeth Gardens please contact: 




